
                                                                                             

                             Historic Lodge Meeting Thursday February 9th. 2017 

                       (The first GOWR lodge ever to be convened outside of the United Kingdom) 

                 Held in Suite 5151 on the 51st. floor of Planet Hollywood, Las Vegas, Nevada, USA.,  

                                                    (courtesy of ComR ROBERT EARL Jr..) 

It all started with a chance jokey exchange between myself and King Rat at the conclusion of 
our Manchester lodge last summer…  

  “Where next?” chuckled he…  

  “How about Las Vegas?” grinned I. 

   Who would have thought that within a few months, such an outlandish idea would become 
a reality? Yet it did… and what a momentous and memorable event it proved to be… 

   Arranging it all eventually resembled a major military operation, but it could never have 
been done without the incredible generosity and Ratism of our wonderful USA based ComR 
ROBERT EARL Jr., who so kindly extended that historic invitation to host a lodge in the 
inner sanctum of his Planet Hollywood resort in Las Vegas. 

   How could we possibly refuse such an offer? 

   Initial interest in the adventure was huge… at one point we had about 30 Rats who put 
their names down for the trip, but following date changes and a deluge of complications, we 
ended up with a hard core of about a dozen, with King Rat IAN RICHARDS as undisputed 
team leader. 

   And so it was that on the morning of Monday February 6th., a pack of Rats assembled at 
Gatwick airport’s South Terminal to wing our way across the Atlantic, courtesy of Norwegian 
Airlines. Eleven long hours later, 8 hours behind UK time, we arrived in the Nevada  desert 
sunshine, fresh as wilted daisies, to be met by a nice chap named Henry who drove us in  
style to the hotel. (I won’t detail the problems I had getting through U.S. immigration, but I 
will state that I was totally innocent and it became the subject of a running gag and merciless 
ribbing for the remainder of the trip!) 

   Our accommodation was bang in the middle of Las Vegas’ famed Strip, in ComR 
ROBERT’s Planet Hollywood Resort Hotel, a magnificent room each, overlooking the action. 
For anyone who has not experienced this incredible adult playground of a city, it really does 
defy accurate description… unique without a doubt. The buzz is incredible, the spectacle eye 
popping, and we enjoyed it in full during the 3 days leading up to the lodge meeting itself. 
Plus the extra pleasure of being joined first by WR GARY LOVINI who made his way over  
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from his home in Celebration, Florida, and, on Tuesday, by PTR UDO FONTAINE. Udo had 
already been in the USA for a week on his own solo trip, driving across from Los Angeles via 
Arizona. 

 

                                          Look to the top left hand windows… our unique lodge room! 

   Special thanks must be given to PTR FRANK GINNETT who had so kindly arranged, in his 
absence, for us to attend a show at the magnificent Luxor (ancient Egypt recreated!). We 
thoroughly enjoyed this typical Vegas production show, overflowing with quality dance 
routines, colour, and slick humour, but were concerned about the sexy women in it. The poor 
dears had hardly any clothes on and, at one stage, must have been so cold that they started 
cuddling one another!  

                       

                                                                                  The fabulous Luxor… 
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    We also attended New York,  NewYork’s production of the Australian Bee Gees, but, 
although overall the show was pretty good, we were rather surprised by the tatty way they 
presented themselves in the first half.  Suffice to say that WR NEIL CROSSLAND, who 
knows a thing or two about costumes, was seen shaking his head in despair! 

   That night we also discovered the delights of an atmospheric Irish bar where we sang and 
danced along to the strains of a terrific traditional band (the female fiddle player was a 
delight), enhanced by regular spots from a skilled step dancer. 

  Then came the main event… Lodge Day, and, goodness, ComR ROBERT did us proud! It 
took place in his private suite on the top floor, an open plan slice of luxury which overlooked 
both directions of Vegas Boulevard, a truly panoramic sight. We were actually looking down 
upon the barrage balloon and replica of the Eiffel Tower which graces the adjacent gigantic 
Paris Hotel, and we even had the services of the valet who, incredibly, is named BIZRAT !!! 
(And a luvverly feller he is too!) 

              

                                                              The view from the Lodge Room on Floor 51. 

  Having brought collars, a banner and a few items of paraphernalia with us, we gave a bit of 
time to setting out the room, lodge style… it looked magnificent… then ComR ROBERT 
EARL Jr. appeared and spent time with all of us individually. Likewise his dad, PTR 
ROBERT EARL Sr., 90 years young and as chipper as a young gazelle. It was so good to 
see them together amongst their Brother Rats. The trips down memory lane were 
numerous… such Ratism… 

   It was late afternoon as KR IAN RICHARDS led DepPrec KAPLAN KAYE (as the only 
other attending PKR) into lodge, to the strains of a lusty Comrades Arise. (A novel addition 
to this was the violin accompaniment of WR GARY LOVINI.) With Kaplan pro-temming as 
Prince, other ProTem offices were installed as well as possible, considering who was 
actually available… upon PTG TONY BARTON as ChTG, WR NEIL CROSSLAND as TG 
and WR GARY LOVINI (fiddlin’ and a foolin’) as MusR. Taking up their official positions were  
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CR KENNY CANTOR, BR KEVIN DEAN and yours truly as ScR. The remainder of vacant 
offices were marked as “not present”. 

   Other intrepid Rats present were PTG JOHNNY MANS, PTR UDO FONTAINE, WR 
DUGGIE BROWN, WR COLIN SPAULL and WR GARY NEWBON. 

                                

                                                           The King of Las Vegas… no longer Elvis! 

   As we settled down for proceedings to begin, the spectacular dancing fountains of the 
world famous Bellagio erupted beneath us, seemingly filling the whole width of the 
breathtaking vista 51 floors below. 

                 

                                                              From Grays Inn Rd. to Las Vegas Boulevard… 
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   KR IAN said how extremely proud and grateful all present were to be the guests of our 
ComR ROBERT EARL Jr. and his son, PTR ROBERT Sr., and this was met with sincere 
applause. However, it was at this moment we realised that, in our excitement, we had 
overlooked the basic procedure of actually opening the lodge! King Rat justly fined himself 
for this and the error was swiftly addressed, according to tradition, at 4.15pm.. (Just after 
midnight Grays Inn Rd. time!) 

   

ComR Robert Jr., our genial host, mingles with his Brother Rats, and, along with his wonderful dad, PTR Robert 
Sr., flanks our team leader. 

   Then, one of the first of King Rat’s duties was to officially install PKR KAPLAN in his new 
office of Deputy Preceptor. 

   The minutes of the previous meeting were read; proposed and seconded as correct by CR 
KENNY CANTOR and PTR UDO FONTAINE respectively. KR IAN fined me for making a 
mistake, but I have since discovered that it was not a mistake at all! Does this mean I get a 
credit note? 

    It was announced that the name of candidate Robert Craig, having completed two 
readings in lodge, was now eligible to be sent out for the vote. 

   The name of candidate Robert Sherman (son of one of the legendary Sherman Brothers 
songwriting team) came before lodge for the second time, supported by Johnny Mans, 
Robert Earl Sr., Kaplan Kaye, Udo Fontaine and Gary Lovini,  having been previously 
supported by his proposer David Capri, Mike Martin, Chris Emmett, Andy Eastwood, Ken 
Joy, John Ratcliff, Bob Potter, Nicholas Parsons, John R. Maxim, Graham Cole, Rick 
Wakeman, Kenny Cantor, John McKenzie, Kevin Dean, Steve Barclay, Frank Ginnett, 
Duggie Brown, Peter Donegan, Udo Fontaine, Bobby Roberts Sr., Neil Crossland, Colin 
Spaull and David Colquhon. 

   At some point during this interlude, WR DUGGIE BROWN was awarded the Jester’s for 
reacting to some singing with “Put him through to Boot Camp!” 

   The name of candidate Mark Porter came before lodge for the second time, supported by 
his seconder Johnny Mans, Robert Earl Sr., Kevin Dean, Gary Lovini, Colin Spaull and Tony 
Barton, having been previously supported by his proposer Wyn Calvin, Ray Martin, Steve 
Galler, Kenny Cantor, Adger Brown, Dave Brock, John Ratcliff, Bob Potter, Graham Cole,  
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Rick Wakeman, Duggie Brown, Neil Crossland, Bobby Roberts Sr., David Capri, Udo 
Fontaine, John R. Maxim and Tom O’Connor. 

   KR IAN gave an update on the redecoration of the Grays Inn Rd. Lodge room, and this will 
happen in the 6 week summer recess. 

      

   PTG JOHNNY MANS received his Egg, won in absentia at the previous lodge, via his 
regrets letter. (This was for the President Trump/attempted assassination gag… “Donald… 
DUCK!”) 

   KR IAN pointed out that this was the first time the Egg had been in the USA since having 
been sent to the Rats by Laurel and Hardy in 1947. He then proceeded to dish out a series 
of fines to most of the Rats present for a variety transgressions which included being “too 
American”, “too German”, “lack of attention”, “distributing copies of Encore magazine in the 
aircraft seat pockets”, “eating more than Tony Barton” and “nearly creating an international 
incident at the airport”. (I’ll leave you to work out who the guilty parties were…) 

   However, I will reveal that PTG TONY BARTON was penalized for “crushing a 
Scandinavian woman on the aircraft” and “breaking the slats on the pool’s sunbed”, and WR 
COLIN SPAULL for “screwing up the raffle” at a previous meeting and calling his emblem a 
“badge”.  

   Looking at Tony, King Rat added, “I think it was the lypo-suction that did you… you should 
have had it on suck instead of blow…” 

   WR GARY NEWBON was singled out as being guilty of leading his Brother Rats on a wild 
goose chase as we followed his directions to get to the Luxor, resulting in a short hop being 
far longer than it needed to be. (Yes,” nodded WR DUGGIE, “it was nice to see my wife as 
we went through Doncaster…”) 

   Duggie’s only defence for being fined for “carrying too many mobile devices” was “I’m 
keepin’ in touch with ma bitches…” 

   PTR ROBERT EARL Sr. then spoke movingly in memory of his good friend, our late 
Brother Rat STEVE CLARK… “a lovely, fun loving feller, who I knew for many years”. 

   Attention was then drawn to the empty chair of PKR GORDEN KAYE. Dep Prec. KAPLAN 
spoke the Valediction and KR IAN called for an extended round of applause. Respectful 
memories came from Johnny Mans, Kaplan Kaye (whose father PKR Davy had been 
Gorden’s proposer), Tony Barton and King Rat who pointed out what a great and hugely  
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generous Rat Gorden had been in his time, before being cruelly struck down by advanced 
dementia. Thus he was rightly honoured with an extended round of final applause. 

   KR IAN called for ComR ROBERT Jr. to step forward so that he could install the position of 
Companion of Honour upon him, saying, “This is a momentous occasion which Robert has 
made possible, and we are forever indebted to his incredible hospitality”. 

    ComR ROBERT Jr. responded, “Thank you… I am extremely proud and grateful. This is 
all very meaningful to my father, and I would like to invite you all back next year…” Another 
fabulous and much appreciated offer which I am sure many of us will grasp enthusiastically! 

   Welcomes Back commenced with WR GARY LOVINI who beamed what a wonderful week 
he’d had with us all. I think we all agree that Gary proved what terrific fun he is to be with!   

   PTG TONY BARTON said, “This is unbelievable… better than Hull… I’d say I‘m making a 
comeback but I’ve never been anywhere…” 

   Referring to Tony’s mobility problems and the way he had struggled during our marathon 
trek to the Luxor, KR IAN suggested that he might take advantage of a recent surgical 
development on offer, involving using body parts from monkeys at a reduced price. 

   “Yes,” chuckled King Rat cautiously, “you can get two ape knees for a penny!” 

   Tony responded with a truly excrutiating gag about Elvis’ pet mouse getting “caught in a 
trap”, but this only got him the Egg. 

   Fortunately, WR DUGGIE BROWN stopped the tumbleweeds blowing with the line, 
“Tony’s father was an Elvis impersonator, you know, but there was not a big call for that in 
1937…” 

   DepPrec. KAPLAN KAYE apologized for missing the last lodge owing to his annual visit to 
his daughter in Oman. Thanking the two Roberts for their kindness, Kaplan also spoke of the 
great hospitality he and wife Beryl had received when attending Robert Sr.’s 90th. birthday 
celebrations in Florida last November. This was the occasion when the elder Robert had 
sensationally sung a duet with Brother Rat ENGELBERT HUMPERDINCK. 
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   And a final Welcome Back for PTG JOHNNY MANS, fresh from a holiday in France and 
extending thanks to our wonderful Earls. He also won the Jester’s for a quip I didn’t quite 
catch, but I know it involved the name of PKR JESS CONRAD. 

   There were some regrets, but I think the excuses for non attendance may have benefited 
from some input from our King Rat, because, apparently, PR Adger Brown was otherwise 
engaged topping the bill at an Animal Rights barbecue! Likewise, the lodge was clashing 
with Prec. Roger De Courcey’s banjo lessons, and PKR Derek Martin’s commitment to the 
London College of Gynaecology’s Annual Knees Up! Also, PPR Michael Black sent a  
message that if any of us should win on the tables, his 15% would still apply… 

   There were also regrets from TG Andre Vincent, ChTG Steve Hewlett and ComRs Sir 
Donald Gosling, Bob Potter and John Ratcliff. 

   The raffle was called and cash prizes were won by Kenny Cantor ($80), Kaplan Kaye 
($40), Udo Fontaine ($30) and Duggie Brown ($5). 

   A group picture was taken, by Robert Jr’s valet, Bizrat, (re.dubbed SHOWbizRat!) of all 
Water Rats present. 

 

Tony Barton, Johnny Mans, Gary Newbon, King Rat Ian, Robert Jr., Robert Sr., Kaplan Kaye, Kevin Dean, Neil Crossland… 
then, on their knees in awe; Kenny Cantor, Duggie Brown, Mike Martin, Gary Lovini, Colin Spaull. (Photo by Udo Fontaine – he 
got in the next shot, which I had not received at the time of writing…) 

   With the words “A most amazing trip with amazing friends”, KR IAN closed the lodge, 
according to tradition, at 5.30pm., by which time the Strip below us was lit up in the most 
dazzling fashion. 

   The evening’s fun was only just beginning… 
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   Bizrat led us down to the exclusive Mezzanine floor where we were Robert Jr.’s VIP guests 
in the Strip House steak restaurant. What a place! Sheer quality of the highest degree with 
drinks served in a bar which oozed sheer Hollywood style pazz-zazz… 

              

   The meal itself was served in a private room… just over a  dozen of us seated at a long 
table with Robert Jr. hosting at it’s head… a faultless and truly peak experience. Needless to 
say the food, served impeccably and with the greatest attention to perfection, was out of this 
world, washed down by wine which must have cost more per bottle than most of us earn per 
gig! 

   Following this, a hard core group of us hit the Strip and, I must confess, I am sure I had a 
brilliant time but my memories are vague, to say the least! (Although I do remember us in an 
open air bar singing a drunken version of the Rat’s anthem to an audience of bewildered, 
slack jawed Americans!) 

   

   We still had 3 days of fun to go, although, sadly, for him and us, Gary (Lovini) took his 
leave on Friday morning because he had to get back to work on a cruise ship. We really 
missed him, not least of all because who else would take his place fetching buckets of beer 
for us to drink beside the pool?!!! Seriously Gary, you were great to party with, mate! And 
although we don’t see much of him in lodge because of his work commitments and 
geographic location restrictions, it is much appreciated to know that he is a wonderful 
ambassador for the Order, always wearing his emblem, keeping in touch and spreading the 
word. A most excellent Rat who proves that you do not always have to be present in Grays 
Inn Rd. to make your mark for us… 

   Apart from stopping a lot of beer, spirits, wine and cocktails from going bad, and doing our 
bit to demolish gargantuan portions of food, we also explored the city’s amazing sights… 
highlights of which included the fascinating Mob Museum in Downtown Vegas (exhibits  
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including the electric chair, Al Capone’s weapons and the reconstructed wall against which 
the victims of the St. Valentine’s Day Massacre were gunned down… complete with bullet 
holes!) 

       

   Cirque de Soleil’s Zumanity was quite an experience too with it’s spectacular acrobatics 
and staging (although the uncomfortable crudity of some of the humour did not do it any 
justice). King Rat quite rightly stated that if he had got hold of the microphone, he could have 
slaughtered the drag act who acted as MC. 

   Our last night dinner celebration took place in the Rock Bar and Grille, but we weren’t 
tempted to ride the mechanical bull. Afterwards we retired to drink the night away around a 
giant burning brazier where we resembled… as King Rat put it… Satan’s Sons. 

            

                                  No, we weren’t sharing Colin’s beer… the waiter was on his way!!! 

   There were so many highlights… far too numerous to translate on these pages. I will 
always remember the impact that our very own CR KENNY CANTOR made, just about 
everywhere he went… he was forever being mobbed by nubile young women who fussed 
over him wanting photos, hugs and kisses. Some thought he was Elton John or the 
American T.V. celebrity Bernie Sanders. It was the glasses that made the biggest impact 
though! 
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   Mike Tyson was in town, signing photographs in the Miracle Mile… Jennifer Lopez was in 
concert for the week in our hotel, with Britney Spears taking over next month… Donny and 
Marie Osmond were still resident at the Flamingo… Elton was appearing at Caesar’s 
Palace… so, as you can see, the place does just about have the edge on Blackpool! 

   And, naturally, KR IAN made sure I was soundly punished for my immigration 
complications by having me arrested and humiliated on the street by a novel police officer, 
an interesting young lady who I suspect was not wearing the standard issue Nevada law 
enforcement uniform! 

                                           

                                                        A week in the slammer… but I asked for two!!! 

   What an experience… what a joy… what Ratism… who said the Rat Pack ended with  
Sinatra’s demise?    

   And if you feel any pangs of envy, Bros, don’t forget there’s always next year… put your 
names down quickly… 

 

   “In Feb. of early ‘17 

   A bunch of Rats were really keen 

  To hold a lodge across the sea 
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  The first time in Rat’s history. 

  And so, with thanks, to Robert Junior, 

  Not so late, but even soon-ier… (!) 

  A dirty dozen (ish) made their way 

  Over to the U.S.A 

  Las Vegas bound, a trip so good, 

  Ensconced in Planet Hollywood… 

 They had much fun and a lodge historic, 

 Returning shattered, but euphoric. 

 It’s said what happens stays within 

 The confines of the town of sin… 

 But they were saintly, quiet and sober, 

 Believe that? Oh, come on… give over!!!” 

 

   It is such an honour and a pleasure to be part of this great Order of ours… 

   Keep your powder dry, Brother Rats… 

   Fraternally…           ScR Mike 

                                  



 

    

    

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   
 
 

 
  
  
 

 

 


